
 
France’s Most Popular Wine Carrier Hits 

American Marketplace 
 

—Extraordinarily Lightweight Transbottle Wine Carrier Gets Approval from Airlines, TSA, 
FAA and EASA, Making It the Perfect Gift for the Wine Lover Who Has Everything— 

 
(Napa, CALIFORNIA)—The best-selling wine carrier in France is now available in the United 
States and wine lover’s arms and shoulders are thankful. A perfect gift for active wine lovers 
who have everything wine, the TB 6 Transbottle Wine Carrier weighs a mere two pounds empty 
and only 20 pounds when fully loaded with six bottles, is TSA approved, and easily loads, locks 
and goes in seconds.  Most important, it fully protects wine treasures acquired while on the road 
and traveling.  

 
Unlike the styrofoam inserts, cardboard 
boxes encased in vinyl, and heavy 
suitcases all currently passing for wine 
carriers, Transbottle carriers are 
reusable and made from ultra light and 
ultra strong Expanded Polypropylene. 
Checking wine becomes a quick, 
easy, safe and lightweight 
experience that has been approved 
by the airlines, FAA, TSA, and 
EASA.  

 
Nothing Like the Transbottle in the United States 

Jimmy Kawalek, a Sommelier and California wine marketer, jumped at the 
chance to import the Transbottle Wine Carriers after wineries in France 
provided him with no solution for lugging about the wines he bought there during 
a recent trip. 
 
“Since the majority of French wineries or wine shops don’t generally provide 
consumers with a safe and easy way to carry or ship wine, I needed to find a 
solution while in the country,” says Kawalek. “When I came across the 
Transbottle TB 6 Carrier in Paris I was shocked since nothing this light, secure 
and safe existed in the U.S.” 
 
Kawalek knew he had a winning product when the first people to embrace the 
Transbottle Carriers were Napa Valley winery owners he showed it to upon 
returning from his trip. Now winery owners and their employees and frequent 



guests to the Napa Valley use Transbottle to carry wines, significantly reducing 
the physical burden of carrying wine in cardboard boxes. 
 
Transbottle Wine Carriers are available online at http://www.transbottleUSA.com. 
They are available in six (TB 6), three (TB 3) and single-bottle (TB One) 
variations.  
 
TransbottleUSA just recently joined the Travel Goods Association and will be 
debuting the Transbottle line-up at the March 2019 Trade Show in Las Vegas. 
 
For additional details please contact: 
 
Jimmy Kawalek 
JJKWineco, LLC 
TransbottleUSA 
jimmy@jjkwine.com 
707.501.7447         
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